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ABSTRACT

As women take on increasingly prominent roles in politics, it is critical to understand the gendered nature of public voice within the ideological messaging process as well as its historical roots. This chapter contends that, in order to gain a legitimate voice in politics, a field that continues to be dominated by men, females must project a public yet carefully “veiled” image that is both “strong” and “feminine” in their writing and speaking. They must appear to be “strong women”. To create this image, they must balance male expectations of authoritative appearance with male expectations of appropriate femininity. Based on a comparative analysis of ancient Greek and Roman writers alongside modern female political voices, this chapter illustrates how women achieve this balance using four strategies in their written and spoken texts: conveying a constrained sexuality; using masculine metaphors; addressing feminine themes; and employing gender inversion. These strategies can be characterized as “gender bilinguality” and this bilinguality has been present since classical antiquity.
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INTRODUCTION: PUBLIC VOICE, THE VEIL, AND THE STRONG WOMAN

Political agenda framing and promotion depend on public voice as an important medium for ideological messaging (Rheingold, 2008). Public voice is the communicative potential for influence in the public sphere and can refer to the recitation of a speech, publishing of a poem or even posting of a status on a social media platform (Levine, 2006). As women take on more prominent roles in politics and social discourse, it is critical to understand the gendered nature of public voice within this ideological messaging process. The nature of expression in the public sphere is gendered based on an “ideological bias” against the voice of women. This stems from a long history of enforced gender binaries and prejudice against women who dared to venture out of the home (Gunn, 2010).

To understand the biased nature of gendered public voice within the political sphere, it is vital to understand the historical roots of negative ideological associations with women’s public voice. Mary Beard of Cambridge University, the noted scholar on ancient gendered culture, addressed this historical foundation in a speech she gave at the London Review of Book’s Winter Lectures at the British Museum on “The Public Voice of Women” (2014). Beard begins her speech by referencing Homer’s Odyssey. She cites a poignant moment between Odysseus’ wife Penelope and their son Telemachus when Telemachus tells his mother “… take up your own work, the loom and the distaff … speech will be the business of men, all men, and of me most of all; for mine is the power in this household.” (Beard, 2014). Similarly, according to Greek essayist Plutarch, “… a virtuous woman’s speech should be private; she should be modest and careful about saying anything in the hearing of people who aren’t family since this would be exposing herself. For in her speech, her feelings, character and temperament are revealed” (Plant, 2004). Furthermore, it is common knowledge that Greek texts have been formulated over generations of Greek orators before ever being written down (Foley, 2007). These particular examples illustrate how the link between manhood and linguistic dominance over women was perpetuated, significantly, by generations of male public speakers (Foley, 2007).

While women in antiquity were forbidden in most cases to leave the privacy of their home and speak in public, they did so on occasion and, on these occasions, they always wore a veil to conceal their faces (Llewellyn-Jones, 2007). Thus, there are examples of ancient Greek and Roman women such as Aspasia or Maesia who achieved small degrees of public success, but only by speaking like men, and veiling their femininity. Aspasia, a hetaïra, or courtesan to the notable Greek statesman Pericles, was thought to have written a funeral oration attributed to Pericles in which he addresses the women in the crowd, “… and greatest [glory] be hers who is least talked of among men” (Finley, 1951). And Maesia was only permitted to
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